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Founded in Paris in 2009, SUPERBIEN is a hybrid creative studio that 
develops international original works and projects for luxury brands, 
public institutions and collaborations with artists. This unique 
approach distinguishes SUPERBIEN from the traditional agency 
model allowing the studio to shape its vision and produce immersive 
experiences with its original and multidisciplinary know-how.

In 2019, SUPERBIEN opens its offices in NYC to develop immersive 
experiences in the United States. Building on this success, the Dubai 
office will be opened in 2022.

To tap into individual and collective dreams, SUPERBIEN brings 
together a team of diverse backgrounds and disciplines, spanning the 
fields of art, spatial design and experience, animation, performing 
arts, creative strategy, scenography, extending its network on a global 
scale. Each expert within the studio approaches projects from a 
different angle, but all exhibit the common sensibility of imagining the 
ideal final work with impact and intention.

We are all architects of shared emotions and our working method is 
shaped by this philosophy.



SUPERBIEN is positioned as a major player in the production of 
immersive multimedia experiences in France. 

Nourished by its collaborations with luxury houses, cultural 
institutions and major show producers, SUPERBIEN brings together 
an ecosystem of creative talents using a common language around 
visual storytelling.

Dior interactive pop-up traveling around the world, immersive 
exhibition at the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco, opening 
ceremony of the African Games, video mapping on the Empire State 
Building or even the Audemars Piguet experiential pavilion during 
Dubai Watch Week, SUPERBIEN se positions as history counter. By 
using a set of technologies (body detection, real-time response 
systems, innovative screens, artificial intelligence, augmented reality, 
virtual reality, generative visuals, etc.) and know-how (scenography, 
interactive narration, production, staging, digital programming, artistic 
direction) the studio takes its audience on a journey that transforms 
architectural parameters, physical and digital public spaces into 
textured and dreamlike interactive experiences.

DIVERSE IMAGINATIONS, STRONGER TOGETHER

Within its ecosystem, SUPERBIEN supports that the most creative 
ideas emerge from the collective imagination. The Studio pushes a 
collaborative, inclusive and transversal vision promoting the 
development of talents for wonder.

Since 2020, SUPERBIEN has been a member of 1% For the Planet, a 
global scheme through which the Studio donates 1% of its turnover to 
environmental preservation associations.

Thanks to this initiative, SUPERBIEN is strengthening its responsible 
business approach, which promotes a practice that benefits our 
ecosystem.



After several years with PRODEO, Hopscotch, 
Auditoire and Lever de Rideau agencies, he 
joined Thierry Dreyfus, a renowned light 
designer who entrusted him with the 
development of the activity of the EYESIGHT 
agency. With this experience in fashion and 
luxury, Nicolas decided to join WE LOVE ART, to 
mix artistic installations and performances 
involving more and more often content and 
technology. In 2017, Nicolas decided to join 
SUPERBIEN to put his years of experience in 
event agencies at the service of the studio.

Very early, Tom joined a street art and graffiti 
team in Paris. Cameraman and editor, in parallel 
with his studies in journalism, he developed his 
skills in narration and aesthetics by making 
clips and short films for television. He joined 
Superbien in 2011 and then committed to 
challenge technical and technological limits 
while developing a strong narrative on each 
project. In charge of the strategic and creative 
vision of the studio, Tom is now developing the 
American market and consumer entertainment.

Educated in les Arts Appliqués then at 
ENSAAMA and fascinated by motion design and 
3D, Alex Mestrot very quickly became Artistic 
Director for a design agency specializing in film 
production in Paris. In 2007, he launched 
SUPERBIEN with Thomas Chosson, a Studio for 
young passionate talents to develop their vision 
of creating visual and sensory experiences for 
prestigious brands and artists. SUPERBIEN 
quickly became an international reference in the 
creation of multimedia experiences.

Chief Vision & Creative Officer 
at SUPERBIEN

General Manager & Head of Brand 
Experiences at SUPERBIEN

Founder, Head of Motion Design
at SUPERBIEN



Visual journeys are at the heart of our creative process, so 
naturally visual content is the heart of the studio. From our 
beginnings as motion graphics designers and video storytellers, 
we honed our narrative expertise to deliver visual impact across 
formats and platforms.

PROJECTS:
NETFLIX Stranger Things Empire State Building  HERE 
DIOR Haute Couture Dinner  HERE 
PEUGEOT Commercial Film  HERE 

We craft immersive and interactive environments that inspire the 
audience to discover new information and sensations. Whether 
using set design as a character of the story or making the 
technology invisible to create surprises, our immersive 
experience design ensures a seamless journey from beginning 
to end.

PROJECTS:
AUDEMARS PIGUET Dubai Watch Week  HERE
ALULA  Living Museum  HERE 
EPHEMERA Under The Sea - Immersive Dinner  HERE 

https://www.superbien.studio/expertises/visual-content
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/stranger-things-empire-state-building
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/dior-haute-joaillerie-dinner
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/peugeot-408-hero-film
https://www.superbien.studio/expertises/immersive-exhibitions
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/audemars-piguet-dubai-watch-week
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/alula-living-musuem
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/uder-the-sea


We design interactive environments and installations that 
transform the consumer experience by merging physical and 
digital touchpoints. Paying particular attention to enhancing how 
visitors discover, engage, collaborate, co-create and immerse 
themselves into a brand universe in a unique and captivating 
way.

PROJECTS:
DIOR Pop-up ABC DIOR  HERE 
LANCÔME  Immersive Podium HERE 

We develop installations that sit at the crossroads of art and 
communication, blending emotion and information, using data 
as a seed for connection and interaction between creator and 
spectator. Those who witness a presentation may only retain 
part of what they’ve heard, but those who are included in it will 
retain the desired message over the long term.

PROJECTS:
AIR FRANCE Business lounge  HERE
DIGITAL FACTORY HERE 

https://www.superbien.studio/expertises/digital-installations
https://www.superbien.studio/expertises/innovative-retail
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/abcdior-interactive-table
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/lancome-immserive-box
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/air-france-business-lounge
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/digital-factory


We create augmented performances through innovative narratives and 
unexpected yet elegant set design. Our passion is bringing the action 
closer to the audience, wherever they are in the venue, inviting them to 
travel along with the narrative of the show. Embracing new cutting-edge 
technologies like video mapping, kinetic lights, moving set, holographic 
displays, real-time tracking, and even more, allow us to extend the stage 
area and create a totally immersive environment, as a whole.

PROJETS:
DASSAULT SYSTÈMES Virtual Harmony  HERE
FII Future Investment Initiative  HERE

Stepping into a Future Playground means watching the line 
between digital and physical blur in real-time, as the audience 
interacts with the digital environment while remaining in the 
physical. Creating games in a VR headset or the size of entire 
buildings, traditional limits of creativity cease to exist, as worlds 
that may have once only existed in imagination are brought to 
life in bold technicolor.

PROJETS:
ADIDAS Future Arena  HERE
ENTITIES  HERE

https://www.superbien.studio/expertises/augmented-live-shows
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/dassault-systemes-virtual-harmony
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/future-investment-initiative-plenary
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/adidas-future-arena
https://www.superbien.studio/projects/entities


THANK YOU

JULIETTE BUFFARD
Head of Communications & Art Development
+1 (929) 536 4726 
juliette.buffard@superbien.studio
https://www.superbien.studio/artwork

https://www.superbien.studio/artwork

